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Abstract

Accurate blink detection algorithms have significant implications in numerous fields,
including human-computer interaction, driving safety, cognitive science, and medical
diagnostics. Despite considerable efforts, the dataset volume for blink detection re-
mains relatively small due to the cost of data collection and annotation, and there is
still room for improvement in the accuracy of current algorithms. In this paper, we
introduce a workflow for synthesizing video data in Blender. Fully-rigged 3D human
models are programmatically controlled, with variations in head movement, blinking,
camera angles, background types, and lighting intensities. We used this workflow to
create the SynBlink dataset, which includes 50,000 video clips and their corresponding
annotations. Additionally, we present BlinkFormer, an innovative blink detection algo-
rithm based on Transformer architecture that fully exploits temporal information from
video clips. The model not only detects blinks for the entire input video but also es-
timates blink strength for each frame individually. Experimental results reveal that the
BlinkFormer outperforms other state-of-the-art blink detection methods, achieving the
highest F1-score on HUST-LEBW dataset. This accomplishment highlights the effec-
tiveness of our approach in accurately detecting blinks and its potential for real-world
applications. Our code and data are publicly available at https://github.com/
desti-nation/BlinkFormer.

1 Introduction
Blinking is a physical act that involves briefly shutting and reopening one’s eyes. It can serve
as an indicator of both an individual’s physical condition and their mental state. Significantly,
there is a noticeable alteration in blink patterns when individuals experience fatigue, anxiety,
or nervousness [29, 34]. Therefore, blink detection has significant value in many fields,
including driving safety [11, 28], human-computer interaction [24], cognitive science [10],
and medical diagnosis [31].
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Figure 1: Blink Detection Datasets Overview

In a broader sense, blink detection methods can be categorized into two groups: one
based on still images and the other based on video sequences. Still image-based blink de-
tection is also known as eye state detection (closed or open). The methods can be classified
into three main categories, including shape based [25], template based [16, 37], and learn-
ing based [17, 33]. However, image-based methods cannot capture the dynamic process of
blinking, making it difficult to apply in real-world settings. Our paper primarily focuses on
blink detection in videos.

Recently, there has been a growing interest in blink detection on video sequences or
clips. As shown in Figure 1, several datasets have been proposed, including EyeBlink8 [13],
Talking Face [7], Researcher’s Night [15], EBV [26], and HUST-LEBW [20]. As a result
of the expensive collection and annotation process, the number of videos in these datasets
is relatively small, typically consisting of several hundred clips. These datasets are predom-
inantly composed of frontal images captured under favorable lighting conditions, making
them prone to overfitting. To date, several methods have been proposed for blink detection,
including geometric-based methods such as EAR [4], motion-based methods such as Motion
Vector [13], deep learning-based methods using CNN [3, 8] and LSTM [20, 26]. However,
these methods fail to fully leverage the temporal information present in blink sequences, in-
dicating potential for further improvement. Therefore, large-scale video blink datasets and
algorithms that better exploit temporal information need to be developed urgently.

To tackle this challenge, we develop a workflow for generating synthetic blink videos
using 3D human models. This approach allows us to create large amounts of complex and
precise-labeled data more efficiently than manual collection and annotation. Moreover, we
introduce SynBlink, a challenging dataset consisting of 50,000 video clips, which is cur-
rently the largest known video blink dataset. The dataset includes labels indicating whether
a sequence contains blinks, the intensity of each blink frame-by-frame, and keypoints. As
depicted in Figure 1, SynBlink is diverse and covers individuals of different ethnicities, an-
gles, eye sizes, and lighting conditions.

In addition, we present BlinkFormer, a novel blink detection algorithm that utilizes the
Transformer architecture to overcome the challenges associated with temporal feature ex-
traction and parallelism in RNN-based methods. Moreover, we extend BlinkFormer with an
additional head that produces the strength of each blink in every frame. This enables more
precise learning of the critical features of blinking, particularly given the characteristics of
the SynBlink dataset.

The main contributions of our paper are threefold: 1) The Synthetic Data Workflow: A
controllable and flexible workflow for synthesizing human video clips with blinks, allowing
for the unlimited generation of data with precise labeling. 2) SynBlink: The largest video
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Dataset Volume People Annotation Source Background Age∗ Ethnicity Region Angle Light

ZJU [30]
80 Videos

(10876 Frames)
20

Open/Close
(Image)

Lab Indoor
Y
M

Asian Face Front
Good
Stable

CEW [33] 2423 Images -
Open/Close

(Image)
Internet &
LFW [21]

Indoor
Outdoor

Y
M
E

- Face Varied Good

RT-BENE [8] 243714 Images -
Open/Close

(Image)
RT-GENE [14] Indoor - - Eye Front Good

Eyeblink8 [13]
8 Videos

(71748 Frames)
4

Open/Close
(Frame)

Home Indoor
Y
M

European Face Front Good

Talking Face [7]
4 Videos

(5000 Frames)
1

Blink Strength
(Frame)

- Indoor M European Face Front
Good
Stable

Researcher’s
Night [15]

107 Videos
(223000 Frames)

-

Blink Interval
Face Bouding Box

Eye Landmarks
(Frame)

Event Indoor
Y
M

European Face Front Varied

HUST-LEBW [20]
673 Video Clips
(8749 Frames)

172
Blink State

(Video Clip)
Film

Indoor
Outdoor

Y
M
E

Varied Face Varied Varied

EBV [26]
11373 Video Clips
(142280 Frames)

50
Open/Close

(Frame)
Internet Indoor - - Eye Front Good

SynBlink
50000 Video Clips
(650000 Frames)

100
Blink State(Video Clip)

Eye Landmarks &
Blink Strength(Frame)

Synthesis

Indoor
Outdoor
Textures
HDRI

Y
M
E

Varied Face Varied Varied

∗Note: In the Age column, Y stands for Young, M stands for Middle-aged, and E stands for Elderly.

Table 1: Comparison of SynBlink Dataset with Existing Blink Datasets

blink dataset available as of now. 3) BlinkFormer: The first Transformer-based method that
performs both blink detection for video clips and estimates the blink strength in frame level.

2 Related Work
Blink Detection Datasets. Table 1 provides a summary of the most widely used eye blink
detection databases. Despite the existence of some blinking datasets, they still remain inad-
equate. Static image datasets such as CEW [33] and RT-BENE [8], as well as those contain-
ing temporal information such as ZJU [30], EyeBlink8 [13], Talking Face [7], Researcher’s
Night [15], and EBV [26], have mostly been captured indoors with front view and lighting.
As of now, the performance of existing methods has been saturated on these datasets. For
instance, the two-stream CNN-based approach [32] achieved an F1-score exceeding 98%
on ZJU, Talking Face, and Eyeblink8 datasets. HSUT-LEBW [20] is a challenging dataset
consisting of video clips extracted from movies. However, due to the time-consuming and
labor-intensive annotation process, the dataset only contains 673 video clips, which makes
it relatively small. To accelerate the progress and implementation of blinking detection al-
gorithms, a larger dataset is urgently needed. As shown in Table 1, the synthetic dataset we
propose, SynBlink, is the largest dataset containing the most number of video clips and is
more diverse in terms of scene, age, ethnicity, angle, and lighting. Therefore, our dataset
brings challenges and new opportunities to this field.

Blink Detection Algorithms. Still image-based methods [8, 22, 32] are commonly used
to determine whether an eye is open or closed. However, they cannot capture the dynamic
process of blinking, which results in a lack of temporal features and poor generalization.
Therefore, our paper primarily focuses on blink detection algorithms based on video data.

Considering temporal information, various methods have been proposed. Hu et al. [20]
utilized uniform LBP as an appearance feature and the LBP difference between consecu-
tive frames as a motion feature for blink characterization. Torricelli et al. [35] proposed a
detection method using frame differencing and anthropometric properties of the eyes. Dru-
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Figure 2: Generation Workflow of SynBlink Dataset

tarovsky et al. [13] used a KLT tracker in the eye region to extract blink motion information.
Li et al. [26] utilized a CNN to transform input eye regions into discriminative features,
which were then fed into an LSTM to estimate eye states for each frame. Additionally, Hu
et al. [20] proposed a 2D Pyramidal Bottleneck Block Network (PBBN) for verifying po-
tential eye blinks in motion, as well as a 3D PBBN model consisting of multiple 3D blocks
and global average pooling layers. Recently, self-attention based Transformer has delivered
impressive results in image and video analysis [1, 12]. Building upon this inspiration, we
introduce the pure Transformer-based approach for blink detection.

3 SynBlink: A Synthetic Dataset for Blink Detection
Based on the aforementioned introduction, the existing blink datasets are relatively small in
scale, particularly in terms of video datasets. This has introduced limitations on the applica-
bility of novel deep learning techniques, such as Transformer-based methods [1, 12, 36]. In
addition, annotating real-world blink data is both labor-intensive and prone to errors and un-
certainties. Therefore, we propose a workflow for generating large-scale data by controlling
the blinking of 3D virtual humans in Blender. The specific generation workflow is described
below.

3.1 Synthetic Data Generation Workflow
Figure 2 illustrates the entire generation workflow of the SynBlink dataset, which consists
of the folowing key parts:

1) 3D Model Preparation. Following [2], we utilize the Realistic Human 100 Pack
from Reallusion Inc., which includes 100 3D heads. This pack has diversity among different
ethnicities, age ranges, and variations, obtained from real face scans. To control the blink and
head movement, we use two base body models which are fully rigged in Character Creator
(one male and one female). As depicted in Figure 2, the skeletal system in base models
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Figure 3: Blink Strength Example

includes more than 70 bones that cover the entire body, including fingers and the face. We
replace each 3D head with the base model’s original head in Character Creator separately. A
total of 100 fully-rigged models are exported and saved as Fbx files.

2) Blender Script Control. Subsequently, we import the Fbx files into Blender, which
is a free and open-source 3D computer graphics software that supports modeling, rendering,
animation, and script control. We use randomized scripts to control various scenarios below,
simulating complex conditions in the real world.

Head Control: By rotating the neck bone in the base model, we can turn the entire head
structure connected to this bone simultaneously. Setting the initial and final frames’ neck
bone angles can automatically generate the intermediate head postures through interpolation
in Blender.

Blink Control: To simulate blinking, we use shape keys in Blender to alter the blink
strength (the degree of openness) of the eyes. First, we set the blink strength at the starting
and ending frames. Then, we select any frame in the video clip and set its blink strength to
1, representing fully closed eyes. The remaining frames are generated automatically through
interpolation in Blender. The blink strength of each frame is also recorded in the annotation.
Figure 3 is an example.

Camera Control: To center the camera on the head, constraints are added by including
a spherical empty object with the head at its center. This ensures that the camera can always
capture the person’s head. The position of the camera is randomized within a certain range
to provide a greater variety of shooting angles.

Background Control: We increase data diversity and simulate various scenes by adding
three types of backgrounds: 118,000 images from the training set of the COCO dataset [27],
Describable Textures Dataset (DTD) [6] containing 5,640 texture images in the wild, and
High Dynamic Range Imaging (HDRI) images downloaded from the Poly Haven web-
site [19], including indoor/outdoor scenes, different lighting, times of day, seasons, etc.

Light Control: Point light sources are used for lighting, with their positions randomly
distributed within a certain range. The light intensity is also randomly distributed in three
levels: low, medium, and high.

3) Annotation Generation. We annotate the key points of the eyes (left and right eye
corner points and pupil center points). To convert a 3D vertex coordinate (X ,Y,Z) to its
corresponding 2D image point (u,v) in Blender, we use the camera projection matrix P.
The conversion formula is [u,v,w]T = P[X ,Y,Z,1]T . Here, w is the scaling factor, which is
usually equal to 1. Therefore, the final 2D point coordinates are (u/w,v/w).

Finally, rendering is done using the Eevee engine [18] in Blender.

3.2 Dataset Details and Strengths
The SynBlink dataset consists of 50,000 video clips, each comprising 13 frames. The size
of each frame is 350× 350 pixels. The size of the dataset is 126GB. The dataset includes
25085 blinking video clips and 24915 non-blinking ones. As shown in Table 1, SynBlink
offers the following advantages:
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1) Large Data Volume: SynBlink is currently the largest video blink dataset avail-
able, providing feasibility and convenience for deep learning methods that require a mas-
sive amount of data. 2) Complex Scenarios: Different head postures, head movements, eye
sizes, age, ethnicity, gender, light intensity, camera angles, background types, etc., have all
been taken into account. 3) Accurate Annotations: Synthetic workflow provides the advan-
tage of obtaining accurate data annotations, including whether the entire clip blinks or not,
keypoints of the eyes in each frame, pupil center positions, and blinking strengths.

4 BlinkFormer: A Video Blink Detection Transformer

4.1 Network Architecture Overview
Inspired by the Vision Transformer [12], we propose BlinkFormer for video blink detection.
Given a video clip, eye patches are extracted and embedded into linear features. After po-
sition encoding, transformer architecture will learn the temporal information through multi-
head attention. A blink detection head is used to classify the whole sequence into blink
detection result, while another head output the blink strength of each frame.

4.2 The BlinkFormer Model
1) Eye Embedding. Our approach is designed for video blink detection and deals with
cropped eye clip X ∈ RT×C×W×H , where T represents the input clip length, C represents
the number of channels, and (W,H) is the resolution of the frame. Taking inspiration from
the ViT architecture, we consider each frame within a clip as a patch. These patches are
flattened into a fixed-size embedding token denoted as XEmb ∈ RT×D, where D represents
the dimensionality of the patch embedding. The transformation can be formulated as follows:

XEmb = Linear(Re(X)). (1)

Here, Re is a function that converts the shape (T,C,H,W ) into (T,C×H ×W ) by rear-
ranging the pixels in each frame into a single vector. Linear is a linear transformation that
maps the input to the shape (T,D).

2) Position Embedding. To account for the temporal information between frames, we
add learnable position embeddings to the input tensor. The position embeddings PosEmb ∈
R(T+1)×D are generated using a random normal distribution. We also add a learnable classi-
fication token ClsToken ∈ R1×D:

X′
Emb = (ClsToken ⊕XEmb)+PosEmb. (2)

Here, ⊕ denotes concatenation along the first dimension.
3) Transformer Encoder. We then apply a Transformer [36] model to X′

Emb. The Trans-
former consists of multiple layers of multiheaded self-attention and linear blocks. Each
layer models all pairwise interactions between all temporal tokens, and it thus models long-
range interactions across the video from the first layer, resulting in a transformed sequence
Z ∈ R(T+1)×D:

Z = Trans f ormer(X′
Emb), (3)
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Figure 4: Architecture of BlinkFormer

where Trans f ormer denotes the transformer network with L layers.
4) Blink Detection and Strength Estimation Heads. Finally, we apply a blink detection

head to obtain the binary classification output (Outcls), and another head for blink strength
estimation (Outreg). The blink detection head consists of a layer normalization LN, followed
by a linear transformation:

Outcls = Linear(LN(Z0)). (4)

Meanwhile, Z1:T ∈RT×D is then fed into a fully connected layer to regress blink strength
Outreg ∈ RT of each frame. This parameter represents the intensity of eye blinking in each
frame, with a value of 1 indicating a completely closed eye and a value of 0 indicating a fully
open eye:

Outreg = So f tmax(Linear(LN(Z1:T ))). (5)

4.3 Loss Function
The total loss for BlinkFormer consists of two parts: cross-entropy (CE) loss for blink de-
tection and mean squared error (MSE) loss for blink strength estimation.

Ltotal = α ·LCE +(1−α) ·LMSE, (6)

where α is typically chosen based on the relative importance of the two tasks. If the dataset
does not have annotations for blink strength, then α is set to 1.

We define the task of video blink detection as a binary classification problem. Let pi
be the predicted probability of blink and yi be the ground truth for video clip xi. Then, the
binary cross-entropy loss is defined as:

LCE =− 1
N

N

∑
i=1

(yi log pi +(1− yi) log(1− pi)), (7)

where N is the batch size.
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For blink strength estimation, we use mean squared error loss to measure the difference
between the predicted strength si,t and the ground truth yi,t for each frame:

LMSE =
1

N ×T

N

∑
i=1

T

∑
t=1

(si,t − yi,t)
2. (8)

To ensure that the predicted strength probabilities for each frame remain within the range
of 0 to 1, a sigmoid activation is applied to the predicted strengths s.

5 Experiments
In this section, we first introduce the experimental details. Next, we compare the perfor-
mance of our proposed BlinkFormer with other blink detection methods. Finally, we conduct
cross-dataset evaluation between SynBlink and HUST-LEBW.

5.1 Implementation Details
The BlinkFormer takes a sequence of 13 eye frames (each with a size of 48×48 pixels) as
input. To prevent overfitting, we employed data augmentation techniques such as random
rotation, color jitter, and horizontal flip. The training, validation, and testing ratio for the
SynBlink dataset is 6:2:2, while the training and testing ratio for HUST-LEBW dataset fol-
lows the original paper [20]. We empirically set α to 0.01. The Adam optimizer [23] was
used with an initial learning rate of 1e-3. The network was trained for 500 epochs with batch
size 32 on 4 NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 graphics cards. Precision, Recall, and F1-score
are used as evaluation metrics.

5.2 Performance Comparision of Blink Detection Methods
We conducted a comparative study of our proposed BlinkFormer against current state-of-
the-art blink detection algorithms on the challenging HUST-LEBW [20] real-world dataset,
as presented in Table 2. The results demonstrate that our BlinkFormer achieves the highest
F1-score (84.31%) as compared to other methods. Although Eye Template [5] achieves the
highest precision of 98.28%, it suffers from very low recall and is not suited for real-world
applications. LRCN [26] demonstrated the highest recall of 89.92%, but its precision is
relatively low. In contrast, our method effectively balances precision and recall and ranks in
the top three for all three metrics. It is worth noting that the methods marked with an asterisk
(*) in the table represent our reimplementation version since the original papers were not
open-sourced. Moreover, the red, green, and yellow colors in the table correspond to the
best, sub-optimal, and third-best results, respectively. Overall, our experimental findings
strongly corroborate the superiority of BlinkFormer over existing blink detection methods,
providing a robust foundation for developing more accurate and reliable eye-blink detection
systems in the future.

5.3 Cross-dataset Evaluation
Table 3 shows the evaluation results of our proposed model on SynBlink and HUST datasets.
We observe that the performance of the model trained on the cross-domain dataset is lower
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Method F1 Precison Recall

Variance Map (ver.) [2] 51.58% 49.03% 54.41%
Variance Map (hor.) [2] 55.53% 52.25% 59.35%
Variance Map (flow.) [2] 47.10% 48.30% 46.02%

Eye Template [5] 33.28% 98.28% 20.12%
Motion Vector [13] 51.58% 49.03% 54.41%

EAR [4] 42.95% 61.15% 33.12%
LRCN [26] 78.52% 69.69% 89.92%
mEBAL [9] 75.42% 67.14% 87.77%
HUST [20] 78.18% 75.82% 80.69%

3D PBNN* [3] 82.03% 78.36% 86.07%

BlinkFormer (Ours) 84.31% 82.06% 86.69%

Table 2: Comparation of Various Methods on HUST-LEBW dataset

than that trained on the same-domain dataset. This is likely due to the domain distribution
differences between the two datasets. What’s more, we also observe that using blink strength
estimation (BSE) head leads to better prediction results when the model is trained on Syn-
Blink. Furthermore, integrating blink strength estimation into the blink detection task for
videos can also enhance cross-domain performance and improve the model’s generalization
ability to some extent. This can be attributed to the fact that the blink strength estimation task
offers a more stringent constraint, thereby facilitating the overall accuracy of blink detection
in diverse video settings.

Model
Train

Test
HUST-LEBW SynBlink

BlinkFormer HUST-LEBW 84.31% 67.73%

BlinkFormer SynBlink 70.90% 93.71%

BlinkFormer (with BSE head) SynBlink 71.35% 94.67%

Table 3: F1-score of Cross-dataset Evaluation

6 Conclusion
For video blink detectoin task, we propose a workflow to synthesize blinking videos that
can replicate human blinks under different scenarios. Based on this process, we introduced
a dataset named SynBlink, which currently holds the largest number of video clips. Con-
currently, our proposed BlinkFormer is the first to utilize transformer structures for blink
detection, achieving the best F1-score. In the future, further research can focus on investi-
gating and developing methods that address the domain gap between simulated and real data,
as well as exploring effective ways to facilitate domain transfer between these two types of
data.
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